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My invention relates to game apparatus of the

playing pieces 4 may be referred to as ‘blocks of
ice and the pieces 5 ?oating islands. The aux
iliary playing pieces may be called Elizas.
The board may be set up as shown in Figure
2 with four ?oating islands and four blocks of
ice arranged in the channels at each corner, The

type requiring a playing board and counters or

playing pieces which during the contest by op
posing players, are moved on the board by the

players.
It is the object of my invention to provide game
apparatus wherein a playing board is provided
having grooves or channels for receiving what
might be called the main playing pieces and
wherein the movement of these main playing
pieces is required to be limited by the rules of

Elizas will start into play on the bank in a path
way as indicated at 8. It will be noted that some

of the islands have their blocking bands extend
ing crosswise with the direction of play and some
in alignment therewith.
Any desired system of rules may be employed
such for example, as drawing lots to see which

the game, and also to provide auxiliary playing
pieces which are to be moved depending on the

position of the main playing pieces. It is the
object of the game to provide a board wherein
the competing players will not only be required

player begins. Then the play may proceed by

to move the auxiliary pieces so as to cross the

fore his opponents. The main playing pieces
may be moved carrying the Elizas with them.
Rules for playing may be as follows:
The game is started by any player moving any

the other players in a clockwise direction.
The object of the game will be for each player
to try to get his Eliza piece across the river be

board, but to be occupied with planning the
movement of the main playing pieces in order to
expedite the movement of their own auxiliary “

playing pieces while blocking the movement of
the playing pieces of their opponents.
The foregoing objects and other objects Which
will become apparent in the following descrip-'
tion of the apparatus, I accomplish by that cer
tain combination and arrangement of parts of

any direction. After a player has made his
move then it is the turn of the next player.

which I have shown a. preferred embodiment.

grooves.

one playing piece as far as possible in any direc
tion or to move his Eliza as far as possible in

Playing pieces cannot be picked up or jumped.
The playing pieces must be pushed along the

Referring to the drawings:

A playing piece cannot be pushed by any other

Figure 1 is a plan View of the playing board. 30 piece.
Figure 2 is a plan view of the playing board
Playing pieces must be side by side when mov

with the playing pieces in a preferred position
for starting the game with four players.
Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6 show fragmentary por
tions of the board showing how di?erent plays
are made.

The playing board i has a series of channels
2 arranged in a continuous pattern extending in

ing the Eliza from one piece to another.
Any piece can be moved with the Eliza on it.
Two Elizas cannot be on the same playing
35

piece.
Playing pieces can be used to assist in getting
across the playing board or to prevent the op
ponent from getting across.

a checkerboard arrangement across the board.
A player cannot move the opponent’s Eliza.
The path of the channels is broken and diverted 40 Only one playing piece can be moved on any
by means of permanently a?ixed blocks 3 or
one turn.
Islands cannot be turned in moving along the
series of blocks 3a. grooves.
_
The main playing pieces are preferably of
square shape to ?t in the channels 2 and are
The ?gure of Eliza can be moved onto or over
of two types; plain pieces It or decorated pieces 45 any island only if the direction of the cross band
5, which have bands 6 extending across them in
on the island permits, i. e., if the band is in the
one direction only. The auxiliary playing pieces
direction of proposed movement.
In Figures 3 through 6 fragments of a playing
‘I may be of any desired shape having a lesser
sized base than the main playing pieces 4 and
board may be seen showing diiferent possible
5, so that they can be conveniently moved. on 50 moves. Thus in Figure 3, the possible movement
top of the pieces 4 and 5.
of a playing piece from a block of ice over an
To describe how the game may be played, the
other block of ice, across an island across another
game may be called Eliza-the playing board
block of ice, across another island and onto an
represents a river with the banks of the river
other block of ice. This is as far as the playing
indicated by suitable decoration. The main 55 piece may be moved. Had one of the islands pre
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sented its band to block movement of the playing
piece, that would limit its movement.
In Figure 4, the movement of ‘a playing piece

main playing pieces being provided with indicia
for blocking movement of said auxiliary play
ing pieces.

to a position blocked by an island is indicated.
In Figure 5, an arrangement of a playing piece
on a block of ice which cannot be moved until
one of the blocking islands at the sides is moved
out of the way.
In Figure 6, movement of an ice block carrying
the Eliza playing piece‘ is‘ suggested- It should be 10

2. A playing board having recessed areas there
on arranged in a de?nite pattern, the recessed
areas having lateral dimensions suitable for re

main playing pieces having'i?at upper surfaces,

remembered that‘ with one turn onlyv one main
playing piece may be moved, or one move of the

and‘ auxiliary playing pieces adapted for move
ment on the flat upper surfaces of the main play

Eliza piece, not both.

ing pieces, the pattern of said recessed areas
being in continuous interconnecting bands, the

Of course, various set ups may be used‘for
starting the game and from 2 to 4 players may

participate. It appears that the arrangementof
the island pieces where some have bands- ex
tending across the board and some blocking move

ment in such direction adds interest tov the‘game;
Having thus described my invention, what I
claim as new and'desire to secure by Letters; Pat;
ent is:
1. A playing board having recessed areas there
on arranged in. a definite pattern,ithei recessed
areas having lateral dimensions suitable for re

ceiving main playing pieces of such size and
shape as to ?t within the recessed area's'andbe
restrained to limited movementv therein, said

main playing- pieces having ?atv upper surfaces,
and auxiliary playing pieces adapted for move 30

ceiving main playing pieces of such size and
shape as to ?t within the recessed areas and be
restrained to limited movement therein, said

angles of which are right angles, some of said
main playing pieces having no indicia thereon to
indicate movement of said auxiliary playing
pieces and other of said main playing pieces be
ing provided with indicia for blocking movement
of said auxiliary playing pieces.
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